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ABSTRACT
Allocation of construction risks between clients and their contractors
has a significant impact on the total construction costs. This paper
presents a system dynamics (SD)-based approach for quantitative risk
allocation. Using the proposed SD based approach, all the factors
affecting the risk allocation process are modeled. The contractor’s
defensive strategies against the one-sided risk allocation are
simulated using governing feedback loops. The full-impact of different
risk allocation strategies may efficiently be modeled, simulated and
quantified in terms of time and cost by the proposed object-oriented
simulation methodology. The project cost is simulated at different
percentages of risk allocation and the optimum percentage of risk
allocation is determined as a point in which the project cost is
minimized. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, it
has been implemented in a pipe-line project. The optimal risk
allocation strategy is determined for the inflation risk as one of the
most important identified risks.

Modeling,
Risk allocation,
Simulation,
System dynamics
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1. Introduction
Risk allocation is the process of identifying project
risks and determining how they may be equitably and
realistically shared by all of the parties in a
construction project [1]. Allocation of construction
risks between clients and their contractors has a
significant impact on the total construction costs [2].
Traditionally, in construction projects, client seeks to
pass most of all risk to the contractor. However, one
sided attitude regarding risk allocation, which one
party tries to dispatch all risk to other parties, probably
result in unfavorable effect to both transferees and
transferrers [2], [3].
Due to one-sided attitude to the risk allocation and
unfair transfer of risks, the parties that these risks are
imposed to are forced to adopt defensive strategies
such as lowering the work quality, imposing extensive
*
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contingency charges, conservative design and finally
claim, dispute and litigation. These defensive strategies
may lead to project delay, project cost overrun and
poor quality (Fig.1). Risk allocation strategies should
be determined at the inception of the project by the
client organization [4]. The risk allocation should be
done appropriately in order to prevent defensive
strategies leading to project delay, project cost overrun
and poor quality.
Risk allocation can be categorized into qualitative and
quantitative approaches. The qualitative approach is
considered as standardized form of contract specifying
the obligation of contractual parties. The qualitative
approach leads to the development of the risk
allocation matrix, which identifies what type of risk is
allocated to whom [5].
The quantitative approaches of risk allocation have
been developed to overcome the limitation of
qualitative approaches especially the issue of how
much risk should be borne by each party. Most of the
quantitative approaches discussed their risk allocation
model based on the optimality of allocating the risk [3].
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Fig. 1. Contractor’s defensive strategies against one-sided risk allocation [adopted from (Pipattanapiwong,
2004)].
Almost all of the previous researches perform the risk
allocation qualitatively. Lam et al [6] presented a
decision model to qualitative risk allocation using the
fuzzy logic. Seven risk allocation criteria and a set of
knowledge-based fuzzy inference rules were
established and the corresponding risk allocation
decisions between the client and contractor were
suggested. Li bing et al [7] explored risk allocation in
PPP/PFI construction projects in the UK. A
questionnaire survey was conducted to explore
preferences in risk allocation. El sayegh [8] identiﬁed
and assessed the signiﬁcant risks in the UAE
construction industry and addressed their proper
allocations qualitatively.
Kangari [9] discussed the attitude of large U.S.
construction firms toward risks and determined how
these
contractors
conduct
construction
risk
management based on a survey of the top 100 large
U.S. contractors. Loosmore [10] analyzed the rationale
behind decision about risk distributions between public
and private sectors and their consequences. Loosemore
and McCarthy [11] explored differences in perceptions
of risk allocation within the traditional construction
supply chain and a simple risk/role matrix was
developed to indicate who was the best party to
manage each risk.
Although there are several works in the area of
qualitative risk allocation, there exists only one work in
the area of quantitative risk allocation. Levitt and
Ashley [2] described a methodology which allocated
construction projects risks quantitatively by a decision
analysis model. This research, however, faced some
major defects. The various factors affecting the risk
allocation process and the defensive strategies which
may be implemented by the contractor against one
sided risk allocation were not taken into accounted.
Moreover, the dynamic nature of risks throughout the
project life cycle was not considered.
This research presents a system dynamics (SD) based
approach to perform the risk allocation both

qualitatively and quantitatively. The proposed
approach resolves the shortcomings of the previous
works. In order to perform the risk allocation using
proposed SD based approach, all the factors affecting
the risk allocation process are modeled using cause and
effect feedback loops.
The contractor’s defensive strategies are also
simulated. The developed SD model determines the
optimum risk allocation strategy both qualitatively and
quantitatively. In order to determine the optimum risk
allocation quantitatively, the project cost is simulated
at different percentages of risk allocation and the
optimal risk allocation is determined as a point in
which the project cost is minimized. To evaluate the
performance of the proposed method, it has been
implemented in a pipe-line project. . The optimal risk
allocation is determined for the inflation risk as one of
the most important identified risks.

2. System Dynamics Methodology:
System dynamics was created during the mid-1950s
by Jay Forrester [12]. System dynamics is adequate for
the modeling and simulation of systems which are
extremely
complex,
consisting
of
multiple
interdependent components, are highly dynamic,
involve multiple feedback processes, and nonlinear
relationships with both “hard” (quantitative) and “soft”
(qualitative) data [13]. Considering the complex interrelated structure of different factors affecting the risk
allocation process, SD is well suited to perform the risk
allocation process.
SD has been applied in different areas of construction
project management [14]. SD approach describes
cause-effect relationships with stocks, ﬂows and
feedback loops [15]. Stocks represent stored quantities
and ﬂows represent control quantities ﬂowing into and
out of stocks [16]. Causal loop diagrams (CLDs) are an
important tool for representing the feedback structure
of systems. CLDs are excellent for quickly capturing
hypotheses about the causes of dynamics, eliciting and
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capturing the mental models of individuals or teams,
communicating the important feedbacks believed to be
responsible for a problem [12].
All dynamics arise from the interaction of just two
types of feedback loops, i.e., positive (or selfreinforcing) and negative (or self-correcting) loops.
Positive loops tend to reinforce or amplify whatever is
happening and negative loops counteract and oppose
change [12].

The qualitative model of risk allocation process for the
inflation risk, as one of the most important identified
risks, is presented in fig. 2. As it can be seen in this
figure, the project cost is consisted of workforce cost,
equipment cost and material cost. In the case of
occurrence of inflation risk, the workforce, equipment
and material costs will increase leading to an increase
in project cost.
As shown in fig. 2, the amount of cost overrun arising
from inflation is shared by the contractor and client
based on the achieved risk allocation percentage. This
cost overrun results in deficiency in contractor’s
financial sources (Fig. 2). The amount of deficiency in
financial sources depends on the amount of cost
overrun due to the inflation as well as the percentage of
risk allocated to the contractor. Taking account of the
amount of cost overrun imposed due to the occurrence
of inflation risk, the contractor may implement
alternative defensive strategies such as lowering work
quality, claim, dispute and litigation (Fig. 2).
Moreover, due to deficiency in financial sources, the
contractor has to lower the amount of resources
implemented in the work. Therefore, the actual
completion rate is decreased and the project duration is
increased accordingly.

3. Risk Allocation Process Simulation Model
The proposed SD based approach performs the risk
allocation both qualitatively and quantitatively. In the
qualitative risk allocation, the responsibility of a risk is
totally allocated to the contractor or client. In the
quantitative risk allocation, however, the consequences
of a risk are shared by all parties involved in a project
and an optimum percentage of risk allocation is
determined in which the project cost is minimized.
To quantify the consequences of different risk
allocation strategies on project objectives first a
qualitative model of the risk allocation process was
developed.
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Fig. 2. Qualitative model of risk allocation
Having constructed the qualitative model of the risk
allocation process, the mathematical relationships
(model equations) existed between different factors
were determined. So that, the full-impact of different
risk allocation strategies may efficiently be modeled,
simulated and quantified using the proposed SD
modeling approach. The model can simulate the project

objectives in terms of project cost and time taking
account of all factors influencing the risk allocation
process as well as the contractor’s defensive strategies.
The following section explains the qualitative model
shown in Fig.2 in more detail. Some conceptual
diagrams have been derived from the model to explain
the model behavior considering the existing reinforcing
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1additional explanations about the main variables in
the SD model, i.e. the stock variables, the rate variables
and the auxiliary variables.

In the case of deficit in financial sources, the contractor
will decrease the number of equipment and workforce
as well as the amount of supplied material. Therefore,
the actual completion rate is decreased and the project
duration is increased which may lead in client loss.
On the other side, having decreased the actual
completion rate means that the work will be executed
later and the contractor expenses will increase due to
inflation. These cost overruns may result in more
pronounced deficiency in financial sources (DFS) and
hence exacerbate the degree to which the DFS will
affect the performance of the project and a reinforcing
loop is constructed (Fig. 3).
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4. Conceptual Model of Deficit in Financial
Sources Due to Inflation
The conceptual diagram of deficit in financial
sources due to inflation and its impact on implemented
resources has been presented in fig.3. As shown in this
figure the occurrence of inflation risk will increase the
equipment, material and workforce cost. Therefore, the
contractor expenses increases accordingly which may
result in deficiency in financial sources.
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Fig. 3. Conceptual model of deficit in financial sources

Traditionally, the inflation risk is totally allocated to
the contractor in fixed price contracts. In the case the
responsibility against inflation risk is shared by the
client and contractor, the amount of payment to the
contractor is increased and the deficit in financial
sources is decreased accordingly. Therefore, the
negative impacts of inflation risks on the project
duration are decreased.
To evaluate the impacts of different risk allocation
strategies on project objectives, a factor namely “risk
allocation percentage” has been defined in the model.

5. Conceptual Model of Defensive Strategies
The conceptual model of defensive strategies which
may be implemented by the contractor against the onesided risk allocation is shown in fig 4. These defensive
strategies include lowering work quality, and claim,
dispute and litigation. As shown in fig 3, the

occurrence of inflation risk will increase the contractor
expenses which may result in deficit in financial
sources. As a defensive strategy, the contractor may
lower the work quality in order to decrease his
expenses (Fig. 4). This defensive strategy may reduce
contractor expenses. However, lowering the work
quality will increase the flawed tasks. These flawed
tasks may be discovered by the client or may be
undiscovered.
The discovered flaws should be corrected by the
contractor and increases the contractor expenses and
the project duration. Increase in project duration, may
in turn lead in client losses due to delay in project startup which increase the project cost.
The undiscovered flaws are not found during the
project construction period and are discovered later
during project operation. The undiscovered flaws
should be corrected by the client and increases the
project cost similarly.
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Fig. 4. Conceptual model of the defensive strategies

6. Model Validation and Application
System dynamics modelers have developed a wide
variety of specific tests to uncover flaws and improve
models [12]. To evaluate and validate the SD model
four validation tests have been implemented. These
tests are boundary adequacy, structural assessment,
dimensional consistency and extreme conditions.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed risk
allocation model, it was implemented in a 150 km
pipe-line project. The contract is on unit price basis
equals to 650000 dollars per kilometer. According to
the preliminary estimations, the project will be
executed within 939 days. The inflation is one of the
most important risks identified in this project. The
monthly inflation rate has been predicted as 2 percent.
The proposed SD approach was implemented to
determine the optimum percentage of risk allocation.

7. Results and Discussion:
In order to simulate the impact of different risk
allocation strategies on project objectives, the
mathematical relationships existed between different
variables were determined and the quantitative model
of risk allocation was built. So that, the full-impact of
different risk allocation strategies may efficiently be
modeled, simulated and quantified on project cost and
time. The actual completion rate of work at different
percentages of risk allocation is depicted in fig.5. As
can be seen in this figure, the actual completion rate is
equal to 127 and 160 meter per day at 0 and 100
percent of risk allocation, respectively. As the amount
of risk allocated to the client is increased, the actual
completion rate will increase accordingly. The
following section explains the reason briefly. As
explained before, the occurrence of inflation risk, will

lead to deficit in financial sources. Therefore, the
contractor may decrease the amount of implemented
resources which in turn decrease the actual completion
rate. If a higher percentage of inflation risk is allocated
to the client, deficit in financial sources will be
decreased and the actual completion rate will increase
accordingly. In fig.6, the project duration variation at
different percentages of risk allocation is presented.
The project duration is varied between 938 to 1032
days, corresponding to 100 and 0 percent of risk
allocation, respectively. As shown in this figure, the
project duration is increased as the percentage of risk
allocated to the client is decreased. The reason is that
the actual completion rate is decreased due to the
inflation risk as explained before. The total client
losses due to delay in project start-up at different
percentages of risk allocation is presented in fig.7. As
explained for fig.6, the project duration is decreased as
the percentage of risk allocated to the client is
increased. The total client losses arising from delay in
project start-up is therefore decreased. The client losses
due to inflation risk is varied between US$0 million to
US$25 million corresponding to 100 and 0 percent of
risk allocation, respectively (Fig. 7). The rework cost
due to undiscovered flaws is presented in fig.8. As can
be seen in this figure, the rework cost is maximized
when the responsibility of risk is totally allocated to the
contractor. The reason is that in this case the contractor
is faced with losses and deficit in financial sources.
Therefore, the contractor implements the defensive
strategy of lowering work quality in order to mitigate
these unfavorable effects. The rework cost is varied
between US$0 million to US$490000 corresponding to
100 and 0 percent’s of risk allocation, respectively
(Fig. 8).
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Fig. 5. Actual completion rate of work at different percentages of risk allocation

Fig. 6. Project duration at different percentages of risk allocation

Fig. 7. Total client loss due to delay in project start-up at different percentages of risk allocation
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Fig. 8. Rework cost due to undiscovered flaws at different percentages of risk allocation
Finally, the project cost at different percentages of risk
allocation is presented in fig.9. As can be seen in this
figure, there is an optimum percentage of risk
allocation in which the project cost is minimized. In the
case the percentage of risk allocated to the client is
chosen low, the extra costs imposed due to inflation are
mainly born by the contractor.
However, some other indirect costs are imposed to the
client due to the one sided attitude to the risk
allocation. These indirect costs include (1) increase in
project duration which consequently lead in the
employer’s loss due to delay in project start-up, (2)
rework costs due to lowering of work quality by the
contractor and (3) the costs related to the claims lodged

by the contractor. In the other extreme of the diagram
where a higher percentage of risk is allocated to the
client, the extra indirect costs imposed due to the one
sided risk allocation are decreased. However, in this
case the costs induced from the inflation risk are
mainly born by the client resulting in an increased
project cost. Therefore, there exists an optimum
percentage of risk allocation between these two
extremes in which the project cost is minimized. The
optimum percentage of risk allocation to the client is
45%. The project cost is minimized at this percentage
of risk allocation which is equal to US$116071000
million (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Project cost at different percentages of risk allocation
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Tab. 1. The main variables in the SD model (i.e. stock variables, rate variables and auxiliary variables)
Variable Name

Variable Type

Unit

Variable Description

project cost

Auxiliary variable

U.S $

project cost is consisted of (1) total payment to the
contractor ,(2) total client loss due to delay in project startup and (3) rework due to undiscovered flaws

Total payment to the
contractor

Stock variable

U.S $

Total payment to the contractor is the cumulative payment
that is done by the client. It is computed considering the
"monthly payment to the contractor".

Change in total payment to
the contractor

Flow variable

U.S $

Total client loss due to
delay in project start-up

Stock variable

U.S $

Change in total client loss
due to delay in project
start-up

Flow variable

U.S $

Rework due to
undiscovered flaws

Stock variable

U.S $

Change in rework due to
undiscovered flaws

Flow variable

U.S $

The cumulative client loss due to delay in project start-up
which is computed considering: (1) client daily loss due to
delay and (2) project duration.

Undiscovered flaws are discovered later and will result in
reworks that increase the project cost accordingly.

Deficiency in financial
sources due to inflation

Auxiliary variable

U.S $

The amount of deficiency in financial sources is determined
based on the difference between the contractor expenses and
the monthly payments done to the contractor. Deficiency in
financial sources may lead in adoption of some defensive
strategies by the contractor

Monthly payment to the
contractor

Auxiliary variable

U.S $/Month

Monthly payment that client pay to contractor is determined
considering (1) unit price of work, (2) risk allocation
percentage and (3) actual completion rate.

Contractor expenses

Auxiliary variable

U.S $

Actual completion rate

Auxiliary variable

Meter/Day

Project duration

Auxiliary variable

Day

Risk allocation percentage

Auxiliary variable

-

Unit price of work

Auxiliary variable

U.S $/meter

Inflation risk

Auxiliary variable

-

Flawed task

Auxiliary variable

-

Undiscovered flaws

Auxiliary variable

…

Workforce cost

Auxiliary variable

U.S $/month

Workforce cost is calculated based on the inflation rate,
workforce unit cost and the number of workforce.

Equipment cost

Auxiliary variable

U.S $/month

Equipment cost is calculated based on the inflation rate,
equipment unit cost and the number of equipment

To appreciate the performance of the proposed model
which fully considers all the influencing factors as well
as the contractor's defensive strategies against one
sided risk allocation, another version of the model was
also developed that disregards the contractor's
defensive strategies (Fig. 9). In the case the contractor's
defensive strategies are disregarded, the optimum
percentage of risk allocated to the client is chosen
incorrectly as 0 and the significant indirect costs
imposed to the client are not taken into account. It

Contractor expenses are consisted of equipment cost,
workforce cost, material cost and discovered flaws.
Actual completion rate is computed as the minimum of
workforce productivity and equipment productivity

Defines the portion of risk associated responsibilities that is
allocated to the client
Is defined in the contract

The works that do not meet the quality performance criteria.
The flawed tasks that are not discovered during the quality
control process and are discovered later.

should be mentioned that the achieved concave shape
of the project cost diagram is not general and may vary
depending on the nature of the selected risk as well as
the specific project data used for the modeling and
simulation of the risk allocation process.

8. Conclusions and Remarks
Allocation of construction risks between clients and
their contractors has a significant impact on the project
cost. Traditionally, in construction projects, client
seeks to pass most of all risk to the contractor. Due to
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One-sided attitude to the risk allocation and unfair
transfer of risks, the parties that these risks are imposed
to are forced to adopt defensive strategies such as
lowering the work quality and claims, dispute and
litigation. These defensive strategies may lead to
project delay, project cost overrun and poor quality.
The previous researches carried out in the area of
quantitative risk allocation did not account for
defensive strategies which may be implemented against
one sided risk allocation. Moreover, the various factors
affecting the risk allocation process were not
considered. This research presented a system Dynamic
(SD) based approach for quantitative risk allocation,
which resolves the major shortcoming of the previous
works.
In order to perform the quantitative risk allocation, first
a qualitative model of risk allocation process was built.
All the factors affecting the risk allocation process as
well as the contractor’s defensive strategies were
modeled using cause and effect feedback loops. Then,
the mathematical relationships existed between
different factors were determined and the quantitative
model of risk allocation process was built. Having
constructed the quantitative model of the risk
allocation process, the full-impact of different risk
allocation strategies (different percentages of risk
allocation) can be modeled, simulated and quantified
on project cost and time. The applicability and
performance of the proposed method was evaluated by
its implementation in a pipe-line project. The optimum
risk allocation strategy was determined for the inflation
risk as one of the most important identified risks. The
project cost was simulated at different percentages of
risk allocation and the optimum risk allocation strategy
was determined as a point in which the project cost is
minimized. It is traditionally believed that the project
cost is minimized when the responsibility of risks is
totally allocated to the contractor. However, the results
achieved by the proposed SD model revealed that the
project cost is minimized at 45 percentages of risk
allocation.
The reason is that when the responsibility of risk is
totally allocated to the contractor, this party may
implement defensive strategies such as lowering the
work quality and lodging claims, which are not taken
into account in the traditional approaches. These
defensive strategies lead in project cost overrun,
project delay and poor quality, which increases the
project cost accordingly. To appreciate the
performance of the proposed model which fully
considers all the influencing factors as well as the
contractor's defensive strategies against one sided risk
allocation, another version of the model was also
developed that disregards the contractor's defensive
strategies.
Using the proposed SD approach, the optimum risk
allocation strategy could be determined for each of the
identified risk. It is believed that the proposed SD
approach can determine the optimum risk allocation

System Dynamics Approach for Quantitative Risk Allocation
strategy efficiently since all the factors affecting the
risk allocation process as well as the contractor's
defensive strategies against one sided risk allocation is
taken into account.
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